Many kings.  

Bible Handbook: Grand Rapids.  

Abingdon: the last king of Jerusalem.  

From 555 B.C. on form, it refers, to a specific oracle in the morning of Assyria to Sennacherib.  

Since the fall of King Sennacherib in 681 B.C., we are told that the king's fallen king was almost at the end of the road.  

Animal Kingdom: the blind bat, busy bee, changeable chameleon, crazy loon, cross bear, fleet deer, free bird, gentle lamb, graceful swan, greedy pig, hairy ape, happy clam, mad hornet, nervous kitten, playful otter, plump partridge, proud peacock, quiet mouse, scared rabbit, slippery eel, sly fox, strong ox, stubborn mule, wise owl.
Acapulco Light, etc. are all names of type-fonts.


THE RIDDLES OF THE SIRENS Walter Shedlofsky

The first letters of the first and third words read CHAMPION MANY

The second letters of the third words read NYMPHOMANIAC (an anagram of CHAMPION MANY); the two famous Sirens, CIRCE and DELILAH, are found in the preantepenultimate letters of the second words. Note that the names of the King and his daughters are anagrammable to LUCIFER (for a further discussion of this name, see elsewhere in this issue) and the three Fates; CORAFAN is an anagram of FANACRO (FANTastic ACROstic), Mr. Shedlofsky's pseudonym in the National Puzzlers' League.